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Purpose

• To promote the benefits of applying for a Beacon 
Award

• To understand some of the characteristics of winning 
Beacon applications

• To hear directly from winning applicants and the 
assessor teams

• To hear some ‘top tips’

• To have an opportunity to ask any questions



The Awards in Scope for This Session

Webinar 1 – Thursday 15 July

The NOCN Group Award for 
Mental Health and Wellbeing

The AoC Award for Widening 
Participation

The RCU Award for Support for 
Students

The Copyright Licensing 
Agency Award for Excellence in 
Supporting Creativity

The Edge Award for Excellence 
in Real World Learning

Webinar 2 – Thursday 22 July

The City & Guilds Award for College 
Engagement with Employers

The British Council Award for 
Internationalism

The Jisc Award for Effective Use of Digital 
Technology in Further Education

The Careers and Enterprise Company 
Award for Innovation in Careers and 
Enterprise

The National Centre for Diversity Award 
for Inclusive Learning Leadership
The Nous Group Award for Education for 
Sustainable Development



Why Every College Can Apply

• A simple, prescriptive application form

• A two stage process- application and virtual visit

• A wide variety of Awards- every college has 
good practice somewhere- you just need to find 
the right award for you

• An assessment team of expert FE practitioners-
they understand your context.



Why Every College Should Apply

• To shout the good news about our 
sector- a rich evidence base of the 
innovation and impact represented by 
our college sector

• To shout the good news about your 
college

• Recognition and reward for staff and 
students



Assessment- Beacon Criteria

• Innovation

• Impact

• Sustainability

• …and the sponsor criteria



Characteristics of Winning 
Applications Last Year
• A whole college approach that is values-led at its core

• Initiatives and ideas that are shared and strengthened by 
partnership working 

• Ideas and innovation that are driven by high expectations 

• Initiatives prompted by local needs that have wider 
relevance 

• Projects that showed rapid adaptation to changing 
circumstances

• Approaches that demonstrated colleges are not only the 
deliverers of teaching and qualifications, they serve the 
whole person, helping people to build strong identities, 
resilience and confidence to navigate their lives

• Work that demonstrated meaningful impact with a range of 
measures and metrics- both qualitative and quantitative



Chief Assessor  11 Top Tips for Your 
Beacon Application

1. Apply for an Award that aligns with 
your strengths and goals

2. Start off strong- with a clear message 
or elevator pitch

3. Before you start writing, gather your 
evidence and identify your objectives 
before fleshing out your application as 
a compelling story



Chief Assessor  11 Top Tips

4. Review your application from an external 
perspective

5. Testimonials are powerful
6. Assume the assessors do not know your 

business
7. Prove your content- (e.g. what was the % 

increase in achievement)
8. Think about your language and evidence-

keep it simple- keep reading age low, 
sentences short, and language to every 
day words



Chief Assessor  11 Top Tips

9. Answer every exam question

10.Give yourself time

11.Finally- be straightforward in your 
language, but don’t be boring. Using 
emotive language can demonstrate the 
importance of your work and create a 
great mental image for the assessors.




